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Fundamental problems of Petascale Astronomy Era
Storage, Transfer, Visualisation, & Analysis
Andreoni & Cooke (2018)
Time-critical remote surveys 
(Cooke et al. In prep; Andreoni et al. 2017;  
Meade et al. 2017; Vohl et al. 2017a)
Apertif Cube Dimensions  
0.25 TB / cube (Verheijen et al. 2009)
20,000 spectral-cubes  
each containing ~100 sources  
(Punzo et al. 2015)
Spectral Cube Surveys 
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Fundamental problems of Petascale Astronomy Era
Fluke,	Parrington,	Hegarty	et	al.	(2017)
Data-driven discovery
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  Compute algorithms commonly  pre-computed  
  New colouring techniques to enhance comprehension
  GPU and graphics shaders let us to innovate
Flexible hardware
Moment maps
0th moment
overall gas distribution
1st moment
gas velocity field 
Data : Katharina Lutz
NGC 3261
Dwarf galaxy!
Different tasks require different tools or environment                  Individual cube
Vohl et al. (2017a)
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Display ecology and visual analytics
Chung (2015) Chung et al. (2014)
Infoviz community
Dany Vohl   |  AI 2018 Image: D. Barnes (Monash)  Vohl et al. (2016)
Different tasks require different tools or environment                      Cube subset
Immersive tiled-wall displays meets supercomputer
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Collaborative workspace              Display ecology, visual and immersive analytics
Load,	Select,	Sort,	Query Interaction Unit
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encube:    Single instruction                      Multiple visualisation / Multiple queries
Vohl, Fluke, et al. In prep.https://youtu.be/OC2mW1oS94M
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• Deeper Wider Faster
• PI: Jeff Cooke (Swinburne) 
• Looking for the fastest 
transients 
• Now 17 different 
telescopes synchronized 
• And 25 telescopes ready 
for follow-up observations 
• Heaps of people involved!
Velocity Time-Critical Geographically-Dispersed Surveys
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Figure 4. Framework of Cosmic Explosions in the Year 2011 (Kasliwal 2011). Note that until 2005 (Fig. 1),
we only knew about three classes (denoted by gray bands). In the past six years, systematic searches,
serendipitous discoveries and archival searches have uncovered a plethora of novel, rare transients. Discov-
eries by the Palomar Transient Factory and P60-FasTING (Kasliwal et al. 2011a) are denoted by ?. Several
new classes are emerging and the governing physics is being widely debated: luminous red novae (electron
capture induced collapse of rapidly rotating O–Ne–Mg white dwarfs?), luminous supernovae (magnetars
or pair instability explosions?), .Ia explosions (helium detonations in ultra-compact white dwarf binaries),
Calcium-rich halo transients (helium deflagrations?).
(advanced LIGO, advanced VIRGO, LCGT, INDIGO) coming online. Detecting gravitational
waves from neutron star mergers every month is expected to become routine. A basic common-
ality between gravitational wave searches and the electromagnetic search described above is that
both are limited to the local Universe (say, < 200 Mpc). A known challenge will be the poor sky
localizations of the gravitational wave signal and consequent large false positive rate of electro-
magnetic candidates (Kulkarni & Kasliwal 2009). Therefore, prior to the ambitious search for an
electromagnetic counterpart to a gravitational wave signal, it would only be prudent to build this
complete inventory of transients in the local Universe.
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(advanced LIGO, advanced VIR O, LCGT, INDIGO) coming online. Detecting gravitational
waves from neutron star mergers every month is expected to become routine. A basic common-
ality between gravitational wave searches and the electromagnetic search described above is that
both are limited to the local Universe (say, < 200 Mpc). A known challenge will be the poor sky
localizations of the gravitational wave signal and consequent large false positive rate of electro-
magnetic candidates (Kulkarni & Kasliwal 2009). Therefore, prior to the ambitious search for an
electromagnetic counterpart to a gravitational wave signal, it would only be prudent to build this
complete inventory of transients in the local Universe.
Cook  et al. In prep.
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• PI: Jeff Cooke (Swinburne) 
• Looking for the fastest 
transients 
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• And 25 telescopes ready 
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Velocity Time-Critical Geographically-Dispersed Surveys
Andreoni & Cooke (2018)
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Velocity Time-Critical Geographically-Dispersed Surveys
Science CCD
4146x2160 px
Guide CCD
2098x2160 px
• DECam
• ~60 Science CCDs  
• Image every 40s 
• Weeks at a time 
• ~1.2GB / image
• Raw image: ~17 minutes / file
Meade et al. (2017), Andreoni et al. (2017)
Vohl et al. (2017a)
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Velocity Time-Critical Geographically-Dispersed Surveys
Meade et al. (2017)
Vohl et al. (2017b)
Lossy data compression
Mary pipeline, Machine learning
Candidate identification
Collaborative candidate confirmation
Andreoni et al. (2017)
Convert FITS to JPEG2000
On site: Heterogeneous display ecology
On site or remotely: PerSieve (web portal)
Hegarty et al. (In prep.)
Reduced transfer time to seconds
(enabling realtime work)
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Velocity Time-Critical Geographically-Dispersed Surveys
Meade et al. (2017)
Vohl et al. (2017b)
Lossy data compression
Mary pipeline + Machine learning (to reject artefacts)
Candidate identification
Collaborative candidate confirmation
Andreoni et al. (2017)
Convert FITS to JPEG2000
On site: Heterogeneous display ecology
On site or remotely: PerSieve (web portal)
Hegarty et al. (In prep.)
Reduced transfer time to seconds
(enabling realtime work)
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Collaborative workspace                                      Display ecology, visual analytics
Meade et al. (2017)
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Collaborative workspace              Display ecology, visual and immersive analytics
Remote Telescope Operations Centre, Swinburne University of Technology
On site or remotely: PerSieve (web portal)
Hegarty et al. (In prep.)
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How do we do?
A collaborative workspace also 
allows to study ourselves
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How do we do?                                      PerSieve
• Task?       Rate events between 0 (least interesting) to 5 (most interesting) 
• Inspectors?       Novice, Intermediate, Expert 
• Is the workflow effective? 
*Swinburne Ethics approval, with participants consent.      Ongoing work by Sarah Hegarty (Swinburne)
Dany Vohl   |  AI 2018 Courtesy of Sarah Hegarty (Swinburne)
How do we do?                        Novice inspectors
Dany Vohl   |  AI 2018 Courtesy of Sarah Hegarty (Swinburne)
How do we do?               Intermediate inspectors
Dany Vohl   |  AI 2018 Courtesy of Sarah Hegarty (Swinburne)
How do we do?                        Expert inspectors
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Effect on DWF science
• During the 2016 observing campaign alone 
• 1000s of rising transient events provided targets for follow-up spectroscopy 
• 2 triggers were sent to Gemini; 5 to SALT, ~1000 to the AAT  
for transient or host galaxy spectra  
• ATel #10072: Discovery of 4 possible supernovae 
• ATel #10078: Confirmation with the SALT telescope of a young Type Ia supernova  
                           at z=0.046
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Final thoughts
Netherlands eScience Center grant AA-ALERT (027.015.G09)
Acknowledgements
• Working with Big Data is non-trivial 
• Still, with a few tricks and human-centered methodology,  
we showed that we can bypass some of these issues  
• E.g. Simple compression enabled real-time team work 
• Use hardware/display at the right time / for the right task
Dany Vohl   |  AI 2018
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